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Abstract

Recently, intensity correlation of x-ray fluorescence, based on the principle introduced by Han-

bury Brown and Twiss, has been proposed for high-resolution imaging of a 3D arrangement of

atoms. To explore the applicability of this fluorescence approach, we theoretically investigate flu-

orescence dynamics of non-periodic systems subject to XFEL pulses over a range of fluences from

the linear to non-linear x-ray absorption regimes as a function of system size, from single atom to a

cluster of 150k atoms. Fluorescence dynamics in the non-linear x-ray regime differs from that in the

weak x-ray field in that intense x-ray pulses interrupt the fluorescence dynamics by multi-photon

absorption creating a dense electron environment within the sample on a femtosecond timescale.

In large systems, the presence of both recombination and photoionization pathways gives rise to

an enhanced Kα and Kαh emission yield and extended emission time beyond the lifetime of the

core-excited states. Our analysis suggests that in an intense x-ray pulse, the Kαh emission line can

be a good candidate for fluorescence imaging as it has a higher yield and an emission time short

relative to the x-ray induced lattice distortion time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of x-ray free-electron lasers has led to the development and exploration of

novel high-resolution imaging approaches [1, 2]. Single-particle imaging based on the diffract-

before-destroy approach using coherent x-ray diffraction (CXD) [3, 4] has enabled measure-

ment of the structure of biological specimens [5, 6] and complex materials [7]. In addition,

using pump-probe CXD, it has been possible to follow ultrafast light-induced structural and

electron dynamics [8–10]. Despite continuous progress, it has remained a challenge [11] to

achieve nm or sub-nm resolution and elemental contrast [12] due to the need to capture

and classify a large number of scattering images with limited radiation damage during the

pulse and to produce the scattering signals with high signal-to-noise ratio and high spatial

resolution information [11, 13–16].

In conventional CXD, the fringes in the diffraction patterns result from the interference

between the amplitudes of scattered light originating from atoms located within a sample.

Because a fixed phase relationship between the incoming and scattered photon exists, the

interference pattern reveals information about the spatial distribution of atoms. However,

interference effects are not limited to the amplitude of the radiation field and higher order

interferences can be used to extract structural information. Hanbury Brown and Twiss

(HBT) demonstrated an interference effect between two light intensities [17]. Using the

intensity correlation between two different points on the star Sirius, a random/thermal light

source, they determined its angular size. The discovery of the HBT effect has inspired the

formulation of the quantum theory of optical coherence [18] and the development of new

imaging techniques that exploit intensity correlation for achieving enhanced resolution below

the Abbe limit (classical diffraction limit) in visible range[19–25]. This approach has been

further extended to vacuum ultraviolet for resolving the structure of 2-D objects [26].

Recently, Classen and coworkers [27] proposed to use single-shot intensity correlations

to image the 3D arrangement of an array of heavy atoms using intense x-ray pulses – a

technique they named “incoherent diffractive imaging”. The general idea is that an ultra-

short, intense x-ray pulse can excite the K-shell of a collection of heavy atoms, where the

fluorescence quantum yield is high, and that the fluorescence angular distribution, recorded

within their coherence time τc, where τc is related to the radiative lifetime (for Fe atoms,

τc = h/Γ = 2.6 fs), reflects the 3D atomic arrangement. By treating the heavy atoms as
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random light emitters, the second order correlation function G2(~k1, ~k2) of the fluorescence

intensity measured at two momentum transfer vectors, I(~k1) and I(~k2), are related to the

Fourier transform of the distribution of the fluorescence emitters ρf (~r) by the following

relation

G2(~k1, ~k2)− 1 =

∣∣∣∣ ∫ d3rρf (~r)ei(
~k1−~k2)·~r

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where

G2(~k1, ~k2) =
〈I(~k1)I(~k2)〉
〈I(~k1)〉〈I(~k2)〉

, (2)

In comparison to the conventional CXD approach, the fluorescence intensity correlation

method has the advantage that the probability of the fluorescence process is higher than

the coherent scattering process in the x-ray regime, apart from Bragg scattering [27]. In

addition, since the obtained fluorescence spectrum is sensitive to the x-ray photon energy

and is element-specific, this approach can potentially be a powerful single-particle imaging

technique that complements the coherent diffraction method and provides high-degree of

elemental contrast heterogeneous materials and biological samples.

The EuXFEL and the upcoming LCLS-II, which can deliver intense few-fs pulses at high-

repetition rates, will further facilitate this photon-hungry fluorescence intensity correlation

measurement [26]. To fully exploit this approach, we need to understand the fluorescence

process in a complex environment under irradiation of an intense x-ray XFEL to deduce

optimal pulse conditions for this approach. In this context, the fluorescence emission time is

an important consideration and is closely connected to the visibility of the intensity corre-

lation function. When the emission time is longer than the coherence time, i.e. the lifetime

of the fluorescence state [28], the obtained intensity correlation will have reduced visibility.

This reduced visibility can be overcome by averaging over more many measurements to en-

hance the signal-to-noise ratio [17, 27]. Apart from the coherence time consideration, x-ray

induced atomic motion during the fluorescence collection can also affect the effectiveness

of this approach. Samples exposed to intense x-ray pulses will undergo ultrafast charging

[29–33], starting from sequential photon absorption [34–40] within the XFEL pulse duration,

followed by the overall sample electronic response and structural distortion [9, 10]. From our

previous study of CXD of an inorganic cluster exposed to an intense XFEL pulse, an atomic

motion of 1 Bohr radius or more during the x-ray pulse can reduce the visibility/contrast

of the scattering pattern, i.e. the first -order correlation function [16]. We note that in the
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XUV spectral regime fluorescence spectra have been observed using FEL pulses and used

to identify transient states in rare-gas and core-shell clusters [41] and to study cluster ex-

citation dynamics [42, 43]. But, the fluorescence pathways and emission times in extended

systems interacting with intense x-ray pulses have not been studied to our knowledge.

In this paper, using Ar clusters as a prototypical system, we examined the fluorescence

dynamics in XFEL pulse as a function of fluence and particle size. We found that the x-

ray emission time in extended systems is dictated by not only by the x-ray pulse duration

and lifetime of the core-excited states. [In this system, following [27], τc = h/Γ = 5.2 fs

for Γ = 0.8 eV [44].] Rather, ultrafast electron dynamics can greatly modify fluorescence

characteristics by opening additional fluorescence pathways via electron-ion recombination

in addition to the direct photoionization pathways. The existence of these two pathways

gives rise to higher Kα and Kαh yields in clusters. We show that the Kαh emission from

an atomic site with a hollow K-shell can be a good candidate for fluorescence imaging as it

has an emission time that is shorter than the x-ray induced lattice-distortion timescale.

II. METHOD

We use our Monte-Carlo/Molecular-Dynamics method to study the fluorescence processes

in Ar clusters induced by intense x-ray free-electron pulses. In this method, the full elec-

tron and nuclear dynamics are modeled in an atomistic manner. The details of our method

have been presented in the previous work [16, 45]. In brief, the interaction of the clus-

ter with the incident XFEL pulse is treated quantum mechanically with a Monte Carlo

method by tracking explicitly the time-dependent quantum transition probability between

different electronic configurations. The total transition rate, Γ, between different electronic

configurations I and J is given by

ΓI,J = ΓP
I,J + ΓA

I,J + ΓF
I,J + ΓRE

I,J + ΓEI
I,J + ΓRC

I,J . (3)

Starting from the ground state of the neutral atom, we include the contribution from pho-

toionization ΓP
I,J , Auger decay ΓA

I,J , fluorescence ΓF
I,J , resonant excitation ΓRE

I,J , electron-

impact ionization ΓEI
I,J and electron-ion recombination ΓRC

I,J . Additionally, a molecular dy-

namics (MD) algorithm is used to propagate all particle trajectories (atoms/ions/electrons)

forward in time (see Appendix for our scheme of activating and deactivating an electron in
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FIG. 1. (Color online) X-ray emission rate per atom in Ar1415 exposed to a 5-keV, 2-fs XFEL pulse

with fluence of (a) 0.1 Fs (b) 1 Fs and (c) 10 Fs. The bottom row shows the result obtained for a

single atom exposed to the same XFEL pulse with a fluence of (d) 0.1 Fs (e) 1 Fs and (f) 10 Fs.

our calculation).

By tracking the time evolution of electronic configurations of atoms and ions and their

interaction with electrons, we investigated the effect of an intense x-ray field on the fluo-

rescence dynamics of individual emission lines as a function of time, as well as the impact

of particle size on the fluorescence yield and emission time. We note that the calculated

transition rates of Kα and Kαh based on Hartree-Fock-Slater model agree with the rates

from Dirac-Hartree-Slater method that includes relativistic effects[46, 47].

The presence of the neighboring atoms, ions and electrons can gives rise to a lower

ionization potential, so-called continuum lowering, and a shift in fluorescence lines. The

model to accurately account for this is still currently being debated and is an intense research

topic [48–51]. In this study, we focus on the general trend of the fluorescence process and

the energy levels are unshifted.

For all calculations, the XFEL pulse is assumed to have a Gaussian temporal profile with
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a photon energy of 5 keV and a FHWM pulse length of 2 fs. The 5-keV photon energy

was selected because the results of MC/MD of Ar cluster [45] have shown to agree with

the SACLA experimental Ar cluster data obtained at 5 keV[52]. The 2-fs pulse duration

was motivated by our previous studies, which showed that the structure of Ar1415 remains

intact during a 2-fs XFEL pulse with an intensity approaching 1021 W/cm2, even though it

can undergo substantial changes to its electronic structure [16]. In this study, we focus on

fluence values in the range of 0.1 to 10 times the saturation fluence, Fs, for single ionization.

More specifically, Fs ≈ 3.5× 1011 photons/µm2 at 5 keV. These fluences correspond to 0.03

to 3 mJ pulses or 1.5×1017 to 1.5×1019 W/cm2. These short pulses are currently accessible

and will also be available in the upgraded facilities [53, 54]. Also, by examining Ar clusters

of different sizes, our study illuminates the impact of a complex environment on fluorescence

dynamics beyond that of an isolated atom.

To track the fluorescence events, a small time step of 2 attoseconds was used in the

MC/MD calculations. Each calculation is computationally intensive as the probability of

fluorescence is lower than Auger decay, especially in pulses with low fluence and in a small

system. Thus, a large number of replicas is needed to obtain a converged temporal emission

profile for each fluorescence line and its yield. For this study, the error in per atom yield of

Kα and Kαh emission is less than 0.1 %. We point out the fluorescence spectrum obtained

from an ensemble of calculations with a time step of 2 as is statistically identical to the result

computed with a time step of 0.2 as. Most of the calculations were completed on a local

workstation. But, the calculations of two of our clusters, which require tracking of more

than 106 particles (ions + electrons) were performed using Mira at the Argonne Leadership

Computing Facility (ALCF).

III. RESULT

A. Fluence Dependence

In this paper, we focus on 2p → 1s fluorescence transitions from various charge states

and electronic configurations since these transitions are typically localized on individual

atom/ions. By studying their fluorescence yield and time emission profile, we can deduce

optimal fluorescence channels and pulse strength for imaging in extended systems and com-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Fluence dependence of the temporal profile of (a) Kα emission in Ar1415,

(b) Kαh emission in Ar1415, (c) Kα emission in Ar atom and (d) Kαh emission in Ar atom. The

temporal profile of the Kαh emission of the cluster and atom at 0.1 Fs is amplified by a factor of

100. The dashed line in each plot shows the temporal x-ray profile.

plex molecules.

Figures 1 (a)-(c) plot the x-ray emission rate/atom from an Ar cluster as a function of

time for fluorescence events for fluence values of 0.1, 1 and 10 Fs. These plots were obtained

by binning the average number of fluorescence events/atom of each channel from an ensemble

of MC/MD calculations in 0.1 fs time step. Fig. 1 (a) shows that at 0.1 Fs, the dominant

fluorescence channel is Kα, which corresponds to the transition of a 2p electron filling the 1s

core hole in a singly charged ion. The fluorescence yields from other satellites are negligible.

At Fs, the contribution of fluorescence channels from doubly charged states increases. These

channels include hypersatellite Kαh and satellite (Kα(L−1)), which correspond to relaxation
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Fluence dependence of Kα and Kαh yield/atom of Ar atom and Ar1415 in

a 5-keV, 2-fs XFEL pulse.

from double core-hole state and doubly charge ions with a single vacancy in both K- and

L-shell. At 10 Fs, fluorescence from higher charge states becomes probable, giving rises

additional lines, such as (Kα(L−2)) and (Kαh(L−1)), as shown in Fig. 1 (c).

Apart from the number of fluorescence channels, the temporal emission profile of individ-

ual lines is shown to depend on the fluence. Here, we focus on Kα and Kαh emission profiles

as they are the most dominant channels in our fluence range. Fig. 2 depicts that both the

time window of Kα and Kαh emission at 10 Fs are longer than those at lower fluences. This

fluence dependence is not exhibited in isolated Ar atom. Fig. 2 shows that the temporal

emission profile and the dominant fluorescence channels of an atom at 0.1 and 1 Fs are very

similar to those found in the cluster. However, at 10 Fs, the time emission windows of Kα

and Kαh are shorter than those at lower fluences. Also, the comparison of Fig. 1 (c) and

(f) shows that the fluorescence events from higher charge states are suppressed or restricted

to a narrow time window in the cluster.

The difference is a result that the XFEL-induced electronic excitation and relaxation in a

cluster are different than those in an isolated atom, leading to additional fluorescence path-

ways in a cluster. Before we describe these pathways, we will discuss the x-ray interaction

with an atom and extended system in different fluences. Fig. 3 shows the fluorescence yield

of Kα and Kαh as a function of fluence for both the atom and cluster. In the weak-field
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regime (0.1 to 1 Fs), the production of Kα and Kαh of the isolated atom can be described

by perturbation theory. Here, the Kα yield increases linearly with fluence and the slope is

1, whereas the Kαh yield shows a quadratic dependence on the pulse fluence. Above Fs, the

physics is dominated by a sequential multiphoton process, in which the rate of double core-

hole state (DCHS) production can compete with the inner-shell decay rate. An increase in

fluence leads to depletion of the single-core hole state (SCHS) population and, consequently,

a reduction in Kα yield and narrower x-ray emission time window, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).

Also, the production of Kαh is correlated with the reduction of Kα yield as the DCHS is

produced by removing SCHS. In this nonperturbative regime, Kαh still increases with flu-

ence, but it deviates from the quadratic dependence and has narrower x-ray emission time

window than that in the perturbative regime.

In a cluster, the complexity of the dynamics is compounded by the interaction between

atoms and between delocalized electrons. Both electron impact ionization and electron-ion

recombination play an important role in the fluorescence dynamics. Below Fs, the cluster

Kα and Kαh yield are smaller than the atom, and Kα and Kαh deviate from linear and

quadratic dependence respectively. This is because electron-impact ionization, which is

absent in isolated atom, depletes single- and double-core-hole states. In the nonperturbative

regime, both the Kα and Kαh yield of the cluster are found to overtake those of atom above

5 Fs, indicating that the presence of additional pathways in the cluster. These pathways

involve electron-ion recombination and their high probability is enabled by a dense electron

environment created in the cluster. In the case of Kα, its fluorescence state can be generated

from an electron recombining with Ar2+ ions with electron configuration of 1s2s2p63s23p6,

1s2s22p53s23p6 and others by filling the vacancy in the L or M shell. Fig. 4 shows one

example of the recombination pathways. We point out that the previous work by Iwayama

and coworkers have observed fluorescence from the electronic transition 4d → 3p due to

delocalized electrons recombining with multiply charged Ar ions in cluster [42].

Fig. 4 (b) shows that, at 10 Fs, the Kα emission via the photoionization pathways peaks

at t = -1 fs, whereas the emission via the recombination pathways peaks at t = 2.2 fs. In

particular, Fig. 4 (d) shows that the atoms that undergo Kα via the recombination pathways

have a maximum average charge state of 4.3, which means that these atoms undergo about

3 or more recombination events to reach the fluorescence state (SCHS). If the fluence is

increased to 100 Fs, the most probable fluorescence events via recombination pathway are
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Two fluorescence pathways of Kα from electron-ion recombination

and photoionization. Fluence dependence of the photoionization and recombination pathways (b)

Kα and (c) Kαh emission. (d) Average charge state of atoms emitting Kα and Kαh via the

recombination pathways. In panel (b), (c) and (d), the red lines (dark solid and dot-dashed line

in grayscale) and green lines (light solid and dot-dashed line in grayscale) are profiles obtained for

10 and 100 Fs respectively.

shifted to a later time, and they are now well-separated from the photoionization pathway

events, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). This because atoms are ionized to a higher charged state

and they require more electron-ion recombination events to return to the Kα fluorescence

state.

For Kαh, the emission profile is a single-peak distribution at 10 Fs. Our back-analysis

shows, like the Kα processes, both recombination pathways and photoionization pathways

contribute to the Kαh yield. But, unlike the Kα processes, the timing of these two pathways
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are closely overlapped. Figure 4 (c) shows that the broad distributions of the photoionization

and recombination pathways peak at t = -0.5 fs and 0.2 fs respectively. We note that, in

comparison to Kα, the photoionization pathways of Kαh tend to take place later than

those of Kα. This is because the direct photoionization pathways of Kαh require two

photon absorption events, whereas those of Kα require one photon absorption. As for the

recombination pathways, Fig. 4(d) shows that the average charge state of the atoms that

undergo Kαh via the recombination pathways reaches a maximum of about 4+, slightly

lower than that of Kα, indicating that 2 recombination events are needed to reach the

DCHS. As a result, the recombination pathways of Kαh take place earlier than those of Kα.

At 100 Fs, Fig. 4 (c) shows that a double-peaked structure emerges for Kαh. In particular,

the emission from the photoionization pathways peak near t = -1 fs, which is earlier than

those at 10 Fs. Also, the emission via the recombination pathways is pushed to a later

time as the 100-Fs pulse produces a higher charge state (see Fig. 4 (d)) and it takes more

recombination events (i.e. more time) to return to the fluorescence state (DCHS) for Kαh.

B. Size Dependence

To understand the fluorescence dynamics in extended systems as a function of size, we

compared the fluorescence processes in 10 systems, including Ar atom and 9 icosahedral

clusters. These clusters are Ar13, Ar147, Ar561, Ar1415, Ar3871, Ar12431, Ar28741, Ar55309 and,

Ar149171, and they have 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 25 and 35 icosahedral shells enclosing a center

atom respectively. In these clusters, the shortest distance between a pair of Ar atoms is 3.76

Å. These systems are exposed to a 5-keV, 2-fs pulse with a fluence of 10 Fs.

Fig. 5 shows that the average per atom fluorescence yield of Kα and Kαh emission from

small systems (≤ Ar147) decreases with size. The reduction of fluorescence yield is due to

the probability of electron-impact ionization increases with system size, and this process

depletes the population of the fluorescence states. The impact of this size dependence is

revealed in Fig. 6, in which the larger clusters are ionized to a higher charge state during the

rise of the x-ray pulse. Similar to electron-impact ionization, the probability of electron-ion

recombination also increases with system size. For example, the recombination events lead

to a small charge state reduction in Ar147 after the peak of the XFEL pulse, as shown in Fig.

6. However, in these systems, the number of Kα and Kαh emission events via recombination
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Fluorescence yield as a function of the cube root of the number of atoms

(na) for an incident intensity of 10 Fs. Temporal emission profile of (b) Kα and (c) Kαh for Ar

clusters with different number of atoms. Each system is exposed to a 5-keV, 2-fs and 10-Fs pulse.

The dashed line in panel (b) and (c) shows the temporal x-ray profile. The temporal emission

profiles of Kαh via the photoionization pathway (dashed-dot line) and the recombination pathway

(dash line) are extracted for (d) Ar147, (e) Ar561, (f) Ar12431, and (g) Ar149171.

pathways are small and the fluorescence events are mainly through the direct photoionization

pathway (for example, see Fig. 5 (d) for Kαh emission events in Ar147). The reason is that

the recombination pathways require many recombination events and longer times to reach

Kα and Kαh fluorescence states from the highly charged ions produced earlier in the pulse,

and this requirement is unlikely less to be achieved since ionized electrons escape small

clusters rapidly and the structures disintegrate during the pulse.

For systems larger than Ar147, the average per atom yield of Kα and Kαh emission in-

creases with system size, as found in Fig. 5. In these systems, both recombination and

direct photoionization pathways contribute to Kα and Kαh production. We find that the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Average charge state of the atoms undergo (a) Kα and (b) Kαh as a time

function of time for various cluster sizes.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Average displacement of atoms in different shell in a (a) Ar1415 (b) Ar149171

in a 2-fs, 10-Fs pulse. There are 7 and 35 shells in Ar1415 and Ar149171, respectively. Panel (c) is

for Ar1415 in a 4-fs pulse.

enhancement in emission correlates with the recombination pathways becoming more domi-

nant as the system size increases. Here, a larger system enables a stronger electron-trapping

Coulomb potential inside the cluster volume, facilitating the creation of a dense electron en-

vironment that enhances the probability of electron-ion recombination [29, 55] and leading
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to a smaller average charge state, as shown in Fig. 6. The impact of the increasing domi-

nance of the recombination pathways is evident in the temporal emission profile of Kα and

Kαh. In the case of Kα emission, Fig. 5 (b) shows that the height of the peak associated

with recombination pathways increases with system size. We note that the position of this

peak shifts slightly from t = 2.2 fs in Ar1415 to t = 2.0 fs in Ar149171. This is because, in

comparison to Ar1415, Ar149171 has a higher probability of electron-ion recombination and

enables a dense electron environment to establish earlier for the fluorescence events via the

recombination pathways.

For the Kαh, the temporal emission profiles in these large systems (> Ar147) remain a

single-peak distribution since the timings of the photoionization and recombination path-

way have significant temporal overlap. Figure 5 shows that the temporal emission profiles

of these two Kαh pathways and their relative weights depend on the cluster size. Again,

the recombination pathways become increasingly important as the cluster size increases.

As a result, the temporal emission profile of Ar149171 peaks at a later time than that of

Ar561. Also, our result shows that the width of the temporal emission profile of Ar149171 is

smaller than that of Ar561. This is because in Ar149171 the temporal emission profile for the

photoionization pathways peaks at a later time and overlaps more with the profile for the

recombination pathways. This change in the temporal emission profile for the photoioniza-

tion pathways results from a high probability of recombination in Ar149171 which produces

an increased population of neutral atoms within the pulse duration, such that some of these

atoms undergo Kαh via the photoionization pathways.

For imaging applications, one needs to connect the temporal fluorescence profile with

the time-dependent XFEL-induced motion of the emitters. For fluorescence imaging, it is

also important to find imaging conditions that minimize structure distortion. For our 2-fs,

5-keV, 10-Fs pulse, rapid ionization in the cluster volume leads to structural distortion of

the cluster. Fig. 7 shows that the clusters expand rapidly after the peak of the pulse. The

expansion rate of the cluster is spatially non-uniform and depends on the cluster size. For

Ar1415, its outer two layers of atoms expand more than a0 at 2 fs after the peak of the pulse.

The large cluster has a smaller expansion rate, the outermost layers also move close to a0 at

t = 2 fs. We found that 33% and 43% of the Kα events in Ar1415 and Ar149171 take place at

t ≥ 2 fs, i.e. when the cluster structures have been distorted by a0. In contrast, only 11%

and 12% of the Kαh events in Ar1415 and Ar149171 occur after t = 2 fs. Thus, the narrow
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temporal emission profile combined with the higher yield suggests that the Kαh emission

line can be a good candidate for fluorescence imaging of nanosized systems in an intense

XFEL pulse.

We note that the induced structure distortion will add noise to the fluorescence imaging

approach. But, based on the result of our previous work of the scattering of Ar clusters in

intense XFEL pulse [16], we anticipate that the 1-a0 expansion of outer layers in a 2-fs, 10-Fs

pulse will not significantly hinder reconstruction of the whole geometry via the fluorescence

approach. In that work, we showed that reconstruction of the atomistic structure of Ar

clusters from the scattering pattern obtained in the face of damage is possible, even when

the atoms move more than 1 a0 during a 2-fs pulse and substantial noise from delocalized

electrons is present. For a 4-fs pulse, Fig. 7 (c) shows that the outer two layers will expand

more than 3 a0 and 6 a0 by the end of the pulse (t = 4 fs) while the atoms in the inner layers

are displaced by a0 or less. This suggests that fluorescence imaging with this 4-fs pulse will

still be feasible for imaging the structure of the inner layers.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated the x-ray emission dynamics of clusters as a function

of fluence and cluster size. Our fluence dependence study shows that the fluorescence profile

of single atoms and clusters are similar in the weak field regime, where the fluorescence

dynamics depends mainly on the lifetime of the fluorescence state and XFEL pulse duration.

In this regime, Kα would be a better choice for fluorescence imaging as its yield can be orders

of magnitude higher than Kαh. However, in an intense x-ray pulse, fluorescence dynamics

can be strongly influenced by incident fluence and system size. In an atom, an intense

x-ray pulse can shorten the emission time as sequential multi-photon absorption interrupts

and competes with inner-shell decay. In comparison, the temporal profile of cluster x-ray

emission in an intense x-ray pulse is very different from the atomic profile. Already in

a cluster with hundreds of atoms, electron-ion recombination processes enable additional

pathways for fluorescence transitions, giving rise to an enhanced Kα and Kαh emission

yield and extended emission time. The electron-ion recombination pathways are found to be

increasingly important in large systems. Our calculation suggests Kαh can be advantageous

relative to Kα since the Kαh has a more compact emission time, such that the emission
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takes place before the onset of XFEL-induced structural damage.

In the future, we plan to investigate the feasibility/potential of achieving both atomic

and elemental resolution of in heterogeneous systems with fluorescence imaging. Due to the

elemental specificity of the fluorescence process, the obtained fluorescence intensity correla-

tion will be sensitive to the incident photon energy. By comparing the correlation obtained

below and above the absorption edge, one might be able to extract the distribution of a

particular element within a complex system.
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Appendix A: Initiation of Electron in MC/MD Calculation

At each time step, the total energy of the system, which includes the energy of all elec-

trons and ions/atoms, are tracked. This energy remains constant unless photoabsorption

or fluorescence takes place. In particular, the total energy increases in photoabsorption,

whereas it decreases in fluorescence. When an ionization event occurs in an atom, its elec-

tronic configuration is updated in the MC step. Then, the number of active particles in the

MD step increases from N to N+1, and an additional energy equal to the difference between

the photon energy and orbital binding energy is added to the MD calculation. The position

and velocity of the active electron is chosen to ensure this additional energy is accounted

for and momentum conservation is satisfied. Our scheme is similar to that described in [56].

In particular, the electron is placed at a distance that is larger than the impact parameter

of impact ionization, and we compute the potential energy of the system. Then, the kinetic
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energy of the system can be determined. The direction of the velocity vector is chosen ran-

domly, but it points away from the parent ion and it is subjected to the angular distribution

of the differential cross section of the photoelectric effect. In the case that the potential

energy of the system is larger than the total energy, we repeat the above step with a new

position vector. In the case of multiple ionization events, we rescale the kinetic energy of

individual particles with the same factor to ensure the total energy is accounted for. For

Auger decay and electron impact ionization, the same procedure is used, except the angular

distribution of the electron is assumed to be isotropic [56]. In three-body recombination,

the number of bound electrons increases by 1 and the electronic configuration of the ion is

modified in the MC step. In the MD step, the recombining electron is removed from the

calculation, and the kinetic energy (velocity) of the ion and the nearby electron are adjusted

such that the total energy and momentum remain constant.

For this work, we used a regularized Coulomb potential for the ion-ion and electron-

electron interactions, Z1Z2/
√

(r212 + b2) where Z1 and Z2 are the charge of the particles

and b = 0.006 Bohr is used for the soft-core potential. This softcore potential prevents the

scenario of unstable dynamics when two electrons approach very close to one another. We

point out the fluorescence spectrum obtained from an ensemble of calculations with a time

step of 2 as is statistically identical to the result computed with a time step of 0.2 as.
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